FLTC DVD / CHINESE

DVD/CHI/1 - EAT DRINK MAN WOMAN - Ang Lee
1994 (124 min.)
MANDARIN CHINESE w/ ENGLISH, FRENCH & SPANISH SUBTITLES

DVD/CHI/2 - PUSHING HANDS - Ang Lee
1996 (105 min.)
MANDARIN CHINESE w/ ENGLISH SUBTITLES

DVD/CHI/3 - LUST, CAUTION
2007 (160 MIN)

DVD/CHI/4 - CROUCHING TIGER HIDDEN DRAGON
2003 (120 MIN)
MANDARIN w/ ENGLISH SUBTITLES

DVD/CHI/5 – KEN DUCK LECTURE

DVD/CHI/6 – FAMILIES IN CHINA

DVD/CHI/7 – TUYA DE HUN SHI
2006 (86 MIN)
MANDARIN w/ ENGLISH SUBTITLES

DVD/CHI/8 – THE STORY OF QIU JU
1996 (101 MIN)
MANDARIN

DVD/CHI/9 - CHINA AND THE FORBIDDEN CITY
(50 MIN) ENGLISH

DVD/CHI/10 - MONGOL

DVD/CHI/11 - SPIRITED AWAY

DVD/CHI/12 - CHINESE POETRY 2/26/08

DVD/CHI/13 - THE KNOT

DVD/CHI/14 - THE GATE OF HEAVENLY PEACE
**DVD/CHI/15 - KUNG FU HUSTLE**  
2004 (100 MIN) CHINESE/ENGLISH/FRENCH

**DVD/CHI/16 - MOUNTAIN PATROL**  
2004 (89 MIN) CHINESE/FRENCH/ENGLISH SUBTITLES

**DVD/CHI/17 - TOGETHER**  
2003 (129 MIN) MANDARIN/ENGLISH SUBTITLES